
Variety Like Dislike

Abigail Elise Died first winter  

Annie Davidson This rose was a surprise, produces lovely, fragrant blooms.  Denver winters are 

extremely harsh but this rose has survived against all odds.  Looks a little like Queen 

Elizabeth but better scent.  This is also a vigorous rose.

Flowers burn to a crisp in hot sun.  Stingy bloomer.

Baldo Villegas Did not survive in zone 5

Bill Reid Hardy (minimal winter protection) and came back strong with pretty repeat blooms.  

Bright yellow especially attractive. Also like the shape of the flower. 

 

Bohemian Rhapsody Lovely cream with pink center. Multiple blooms.  

Boscobel Attractive plant in the garden. Solid, and usually healthy.  Excellent short rose that 

blooms continuously unique salmon pink color

Flowers fade quickly. Don't see many like the catalog.

Bull’s Eye Will not tolerate shade.  Blooms do not last long on the bush.

Campfire Once established, plant flowers often, in clusters that change color daily. Always 

something new to see.

Have not had deep color blooms it looks washed out

Cooper Beautiful form that lasts  

Coretta Scott King Died in mild winter

Daddy Frank Very tall and branchy for a miniature.  Flowers small for size of branches and foliage, 

but can make the trophy table if care is taken.

 Starting to mildew worse each year.

Dixieland Linda Bloom quantity and repeat as well as growth just like Aloha  

Doris Day Doris holds her rich yellow color very well unlike some other yellow roses that turn to 

white in a flash. Blooms in abundance too!

 

Eyeconic Lemonade Lovely color. Small blooms does not bloom in sprays

Eyeconic Pink Lemonade   

Eyes on Me (Raspberry Kiss)   

Fired Up Bright, orange/yellow striped clusters. Eyecatching.  Strong growth habit.  

Flamingo Dancer Slow to take off

Francis Meilland Lovely rose with a great scent but does not rebloom very well for me  

Gift of Love   

Good as Gold Unique coloring that changes as it ages  

Happy Go Lucky Tall!  

Heathcliff This year's David Austin bare-roots came late and were of poor quality.

Heathcliff has been slow and reluctant to establish.

 

Hypnotized Beautiful, striped flowers, different from most other stripes

But - bare-root plant has been slow to establish

 

Ketchup & Mustard This rose blooms all season long, lot's of flowers and they last for days.  I don't think it will be a very good show rose

King of the Road   

Love Song Tolerates heat well. Beautiful light purple color. Blooms were big and beautiful, well 

fragranced delights. 

 Large blooms droop in the rain.  All of the roses bloom in a large flush.  Extremely slow 

to get to growing when planted as a bare root rose, nearly gave up! Some blooms too 

big for the canes to support. Did not pass her winters test here.

Mel’s Heritage   

Neil Diamond Survives hot, mid-day sun.  

Oso Happy Smoothie   

Pacific Celebration 2 plants in two years both died in 1st winter



Popcorn Drift The bush is very tiny.  It is a first year bush, so maybe next year it will do better.  

Sandy’s Pick   

School Spirit Very florifeous  

Shawn Sease Very good show form that lasts.   

Sparkle & Shine This is a hardy plant with minimal disease that camethrough the freeze/thaw 

temperatures of Denver. The blossoms are vibrant yellow. 

 

Sunny Sky Hasn't bloomed since the first flush.  Looks healthy.  Good Foliage.  Not sure why it isn't 

blooming.

Sunshine Daydream Beautiful pale yellow color, good petal count.  Form - wants to bloom even in 90+ 

degree temps.

 

The Lark Ascending   

Tooth Fairy   

Tranquility Did not survive fall freeze.

Twilight Zone Color and the size of the blooms.  Lovely scent. Reblooms well but blooms are fragile and do not last

Walking on Sunshine Just a bit weak and the color goes away quickly.

Whimsy Beautiful pink mini, good bloomer  

Winter Sun   

You’re the One Love the color and the form of this rose  


